










 will be 
availabh.
 
Ut3. 30 through Nov. 3. 
All 
students eligible for student 
teaching may pick
 up the application out-














































































 did not 
elaborate 
as















tip of an 















 with A.S. 
president  
Dennis














also  rumored to 
be frustrated 
with threats












told  of a rift 
between
 McDonald 
and  A.S.  
Business
 Office Manager 
George 
Watts. 
Further  rumors 










McCarthy  and 

























resignation,  it is 
estimated,  will 
be 
handed down in 










 can be resolved
 and McDonald., 
resignation averted. 
"Last week we had six
 people who said the \ 
were going to 
resign. Most of them
 have change,: 




 "We may 
has
 
different  styles, 
different  programs, 
differeni 
ideas, but I do trust him." 
Concerning  




 "That's been 
source of 
dissatisfaction with 
several people. I 
think we're in a 
position  of resolving 
that."
 
King noted frustrations 




 council to 
executive officers. 
"One of the problems 
with the structure we've
 
got 
is having walls between
 the executive and 
the legislative
 branch. The barriers
 are so thick 
we don't communicate,"
 King explained. 
Concerning any possible 
fiscal disagreements 
between
 McDonald and the 
council.  King noted 
he and the 
council
 are new to 
student 
government
 at San Jose State
 University. 
King said 
McDonald  is "charged 
up
 and ready 
to go and some of us 





 of funds by the 
council
 
was too swift. King admitted. 
"I wished we had taken 

















 of motions 
last night, including
 a resolution to 
increase  the 
number  of Program Board 




motion to increase the 
pay of A.S. work-
study students. 
David Piper. 
a Program Board 
member,  asked 
for the change,





 questioned the 
methods  used by the 
selection 
committee  to pick board 
members.  He 





"I put in five 
applications  myself,  





 resolved to increase 
the number of 
board members, but 
before the change is 
official, 
council 
has to amend Act 
50
 of the A.S. 
Constitution, 
which  sets membership
 on the 
board at 11. six  of 
which  must be members of 
minorities. 
Greg  English. council 
member,  recommended 
the 
council  raise from $2 to 
$2.50
 per hour the 
pay of the 13 






 work done 
during 
vacations,  allowing 
students
 to work less 
hours for more
 money. 
Council approved the 
pay raise but voted that 
no 
student work beyond the 
recommended  15 
hours per 
week, without permission
 of his 
supervisor. 
In other action, council refused
 to approve a 
list of 
people
 recommended by A.S. Pres. Dennis 
King to fill positions
 on ten AS. committees. 
Some members of council expressed
 a lack of 
confidence in the 
methods many A.S. positions 
were filled. 
English 
asked  that the question of 
King's  
recommendations be put off 
until next week, so 
that council could see 
prospective  appointees. 
Councilman 
Bub  Weber 
pointed
 out that 
it 
would 
take too long 
for council to 
interview  all 
appointees, 
and  said, "I 
feel
 it's necessary 
to ap-
prove  the list 
to show students
 we are 
reh-
ponsive 














presidential  lip, 
pointees before the 
next meeting and 
in
 the event 
that is 
not  done, council





passed  a motion to 
limit  its use of 
telephones
 in the A.S.
 office. A I eport
 by A.S. 
Business 




to council by 
English. 





 "All the money 
budgeted
 for phones has 
been  spent." He 
explained  the 
phone
 budget had 
failed 
to take into 




 on campus. 
Council
 voted to bill 


























weeks  previous. 
Due to an 
error in the 
minutes, 













distribution  of 
Sedition.  
Council
 also heard 
a report by lamm
 Biased. 
who heads 






 that the 





 of a second
 campus 
newspaper.
 He also said
 some 
members
 of the 
committee had
 attended a 









 it was a 
good idea," 
he
 said. "I 
think  Spartan 
Daily as a 






King proposed another source of dis-
satisfaction for McDonald is the "validity of 
treasurer ass position when 
we
 have a fiscal or 
business 
manager."  
According to King. 
McDonald  views "the 







guilty  plea 
George Brat!, RI. estranged husband ul Karen 
Sue Brat'. 29, who was stabbed repeatedly in the 
chest Oct. B in San lose State 
University's  
Library, entered a plea Tuesday of not guilty to 
the charge of attempted murder. 
Braff entered his plea before Municipal Court 
Judge Paul R. Teilh who scheduled a preliminary 
hearing
 on the charge for Oct. 25 at 1:30 p.m. 
Harry L. Root, Braff's attorney, requested a 
reduction in bail from $25,000 to $10,000 but the 
request
 was denied without prejudice by judge 
Teilh.  
Asst. District Attorney William Hoffman op-
posed the request for 
bail reduction on the 
grounds that Braff "might seek out his wife 
again." 
Karen 
Sue Braff, Junior English major, still 
remains in San Jose Community Hospital where 
she had undergone two operations in the chest 
and stomach for injuries 
received  from the stab-
bing. Her condition has  improved and she has 
been moved from intensive care to the surgical 
ward.  
Braff is in the custody of the Santa Clara 
County Jail. 






A young man destroyed 
some
 Nixon campaign 
material
 yesterday afternoon at the Young 
Voters for Nixon table 
outside
 the north en-
trance of the College
 Union, according to Tony 
Hill. chairman of San lose State University's 
Young Voters for Nixon. 
The young man,
 apparently a student, ap-
proached the table where Hill and his co-worker, 
George Rakous, were 
stationed.  He began 
yelling obscenities,
 grabbed a Nixon bomber 
sticker and crumpled it. He also 
took  a Nixon 
campaign button and stomped 
on it. said Hill. 
Hill said another
 young man looked on, yelling 
curses against Nixon. Hill 
told Rakous to call 
Campus Security. When the
 officer arrived, both 
men had left. 
Hill and his associate
 have been asking 
students to sign a list endorsing Nixon as an ef-
fort to show 
support
 for the Republican can-
didate on campus. 
Hill said this was the 
third incident he has 
experienced 
at
 the table in the last three weeks. 
Once, he said. the table was over -turned while 
his back was turned. On 
another  occasion, he  
stated, a student 
spit  on the table. 
"These are people who are not only against 








'Spectrum' in Daily 
I tlIS 
b tarst Issue  
Magazine.' is included in today b 
The issue was intended 
to
 este, s 
Daily, 
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rehabilitation,  not death 
kick Malaspina 
With electrodes
 fastened to her leg
 and head, a 
woman sits strapped to 
a plain, heavy chair. 
Agony pierces
 her face as 2,000 volts suddenly 
screech through her body. Her
 skin flashes red, 
her nerves bulge, and
 she dies. 




lived with that nightmare 
for  45 years. ever 
since he saw a 
newspaper
 photograph of a 
woman 
being electrocuted in a New York state 
penitentiary. 
His strange 
attraction to the photograph
 is 
part of the reason Dr. Kringel is fiercely 
opposed 
to Proposition 17, a 
measure  on the November 
ballot in California which,
 if passed, would  
charge new life into the state's death penalty, 




 Supreme Court. 
Dr. Kringel, the coordinator of medical and 
mental health professions of 
Californians  
Against Proposition 17. is mainly troubled by 
the psychological and social aspects of state -
sanctioned execution. 
"This death penalty is obscene," Kringel said. 
"It sets a model to be brutal and cruel and at 
times unmerciful." 
Underpinning his opinion with personal 
experience, Dr. Kringel said officially 
sanctioned killing sets a gruesome illustration 
for 
society
 especially for children. 
"We teach them that there are conditions 
under which it is acceptable 
to kill people - - 
coldly,
 righteously, and without mercy," Kringel 
said. 
"When I was ahoy, I couldn't
 take my eyes off 
that photo of the dying woman," Kringel 
recalled. "That woman dies in the electric chair 
in my head every night. lam ashamed at my fas-
cination with that form of punishment - - it is a 
part of all of us." 
To support his view, Dr. Kringel cited a recent 
San  Jose trial in which a woman baby-sitter tes-
tified she killed two children because she was 
sucidal and wanted the state to provide her 
suicidal  in 
the  gas 
chamber.  
Arthur Bremer, Dr. Kringel added, was driven 
to hunt down Pres. Nixon because "he 
wanted to to die. Bremer regretted that Michigan 
(where he had planned 
to
 shoot Pres. Nixon. ac-
cording to his diary) had abolished the death 
penalty." Finally to relieve his anxiety, Bremer 
gunned down Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace. 
"The idea that righteous society says certain 
people deserve to 
die has contributed to the 
depression and suicidal tendencies of many 
people," Kringel claimed. "A lot of people are 
under the conception that capital 
punishment is 
a 
deterrent  to crime. There is no 
evidence
 that it 
is." 
The backlash of using the death penalty as a 
means to commit suicide, Kringel said,  is 
mirrored of society's
 need to cling to capital 
punishment. 
In the 
campaign to preserve the death penalty 
in California, 
Gov.
 Reagan and California At-
torney General Evelle Younger personify what 
Kringel terms "society's false sense of security." 
Because so many 
persons  believe capital 
punishment is a deterrent to crime and because 
they cannot conceive the inhumanity of the 
penalty. capital punishment
 is "a good vote -
getting issue." Kringel said. 
"I can only believe that Mr. Reagan is so 
anxious to be elected
 President of the  United 
States in 1976 and Mr. Younger so badly wants 
to be 
our next Governor that they are willing to 
cold-bloodedly pander to the 
voters' understan-
dable desire to control violence by advocating 
the return of 
the most obscene and thoroughly 
ineffectual vengeance ever devised by man." 
"Killing murderers," Dr. Kringel said, "never 
brings us closer to knowing what leads them 
to 
murder; nor can it ever enable us to identify, 
deter and 













murderers,  Kringel 
ad-
vised.  is to 
reform
 the nation's 
whole prison 
system. 
The first - - and 
probably the 
biggest  - - 
step 
is
 to bury the death penalty.
 
"I don't believe 
in punishment." 
Dr Kringel 
said, "It makes people 
hateful  and increases the 
violence  quota." 
Kringel said FBI 
reports
 show that in 
1969  the 
three states 
with  the lowest homicide 
rates. and 
















 and 12 of the 







 should be 
taught  gainful 




die,  to pay for the 




are  treated with 
human
 respect for 
20 or 30 years, 
who  is to say they 
can't
 be useful 
to 
society?" Dr. Kringel







 example of 
rehabilitation,  Dr. 
Kringel  cited the 
case
 of Nathan 
Leopold.





 for the 
1925 joy
-killing  of a 14
-year -old boy. 
During his long 
years in prison. 
Leopold  read 
widely, teaching 
himself
 several languages 
and  
offering 
himself  as a 
guinea-pig  for 
medical
 





encouraged them to 
work toward high
 school diplomas. 
When
 Leopold was 
paroled  in 1958, he 
worked  
at
 a hospital in 
Puerto  Rico and 
later taught 
mathematics
 at the 
University  of 
Puerto
 Rico. 
"Killing a killer." 
Dr. Kringel siad, 
"only  makes 
an ugly
 kind memory 
of the person 
he
 killed." 
"Maybe."  Dr. 
Kringel  hopes, 









 as they 












out at debate 
By Mark Levine 
Larry Fargher's American Ilag pin told
 his 
story. Assemblyman lohn Vasconcellos' peace 
button told his. When the
 two candidates for the 




front of approximately 400 persons, 
their 
ideological differences became apparent. 
Charges flew from both candidates' mouths. 
Fargher accused Vasconcellos of being "soft on 
crime and drugs." The assemblyman countered 
by saying Fargher "distorts the facts." 
Vasconcellos kicked off the debate in the 
College Union with a 20 minute plea
 for "a new 
way of life." He blasted drug abuse, war, city and 
county administrative 




 some unprecedented time in history 
where  human beings are wondering 
about  being 
even 
human,"
 Vasconcellos declared. He 
contended that in his six 
years in the Legislature 
he has tried








 statements." He 
accused the 
assemblyman
 of not being 
concerned
 with San Jose. 
"only  Vietnam." 
'rhe Republican challenger 
blasted the 
Legislature by accusing it of being "a do-nothing
 
assembly." He said that the session that just 
ended 
"coated
 $60 million." Fargher promised 
that he would introduce a bill to 
shorten  the ses-
sion "in order to save the taxpayer money." 
"Vasconcellos' record  in law enforcement is 
brutally bail," Fargher charged. He pointed out 
that the assemblyman voted against bills that 




 his votes 
calling the proposals  "bad bills," He 
also
 
defended the Legislature by 
saying,  "it's not a 
do-nothing Legislature, 
it's a do-nothing 
governor." 
Fargher charged that 
Vasconcellos
 voted for 
hills favoring homosexuals. He said that 
"homosexuals lack 
discrimination
 in whom then 
partner is." Charging that liberal bills give too 
many rights to gays, Fargher declared, "pretty 
soon we'll 
have
 homosexuals working in bus 
depots  and train stations." 
Vasconcellos pointed out what he called 
"Fargher's 
contradiction."  He said that Fargher 
had agreed that homosexuals are "sick." 
The  















 from sexual 











 regarding the 
mari-
juana issue. Fargher 




users  began 
with  pot." He 
blasted  Vas-
concellos' stand




said  that persons 
had a 
right
 to "do whatever  






challenged  by a 
member
 of 
the  audience, 




 of a 
felony
 conviction
 for the 




 He pointed 
out that in 










Fargher said that 
he was in favor of 
Proposition 22. 
the  Farmworkers 
initiative,  on 
the California ballot. He admitted
 that he agreed 
with the right of workers









 Committee has called 
for a boycott of the farmgrowers because they 
deal with the Teamsters Union.) 
Vasconcellos said he 




tion from the 
large growers 
industry."  
Saying that he was
 not the "Governor's 
man,"  
Fargher
 pointed out that
 he was in favor 
of
 






 the initiative). 
Fargher




 issue. He said there
 are 
certain
 criminal that 
deserve lobe 
punished  by 
death.












"the  question is 
to




 challenger said 







 have to find some




he opposed the initiative
 
because it 
would  ban literature 
indiscriminately  




said  two adults should 
not
 be told what to 
read. 
Blasting 
busing. Fargher called 
for "quality 
schools in every 
district." He said he was 
in 
favor of Proposition 
21, the anti -busing 
initiative.
 Vasconcellos is opposed to 
the 
initiative. 
When asked about gun 
legislation.  Vas-
concellos
 said. -we are dealing with the kind of 
think we 
can't  legislate." He instead called for 
safety courses and a five day waiting period 
before a person is allowed
 to purchase a weapon. 
Fargher denied that a safety course was neces-
sary saying, "in order to obtain a hunting license 
we need a training course." 
The debate 
bet viTen lbe Iwo candidates wits 
sponsored







Institute  of 





































































In the last 























"Gupa"  and 
"Gups,"














Third  World 
nationals  
in 
general  and Arab 
students and 
workers in 















 Arab lawyers 
and  the 
Union  of Arab 
writers





















































The  "Nobel 
































 of Arab 
Students  
is waging a 
campaign  in 
support  of our 
brothers 















U.S. will be 
starting. 
We
 invite all 
democratic
 people 

















































routine - - 
even
 good; it 
means 




 out his 
neck and
 got it 
cut  - - 
shaved? 








 by the 
way)
 neglected 
to pick up 
on the whole
 




























mail  a 
cassette
 
tape to a 
friend
 in Europe. When
















 to the lady at the in-
formation office of the main
 post office 
branch in San 
Jose, mail being sent 
to
 
Europe has to be 21/2 
by
 5% inches, 
unless it 
has a mailing tag on it. This is 
because little packages can be lost so 










 out that this is a 
federal 
regulation. Apparently your 
cassette 
didn't have a mailing tag on it.
 
Where can I 
buy a POW bracelet and 
how much does one 
cost? 
Lloyd Backstrom 




 POW -MIA League, PO Box 




 and a nickel one costs $2.50. 
The 
copper
 is not lacquered and has a 
tendency
 to turn the wrist green, but it 
will wash off with
 soap and water. 
Sometimes it 
takes a week or two to get 
the bracelet because the FPML orders 








According to Vivien 
Torrey  in the 
President's  Office, the chimes
 are 
taped and operated 
by
 a time clock, 
which sets them off on the 
hour  and 
plays songs at 
noon, 12:30 p.m. and 5 
p.m.
 There is also a keyboard
 in the 
tower that can 
be played by hand, and 
was at times, during the summer, by 
Helen  Peterson of the SJSU Music 
Department. 
MINORITY







































































Ask for help 
Campus S.O.S.












submit  a 
question,
 
write  a 
















her  people' 
The requisites





 in planning routes, 
skill in 
avoiding observation, 
courage to face 
danger and 
strength
 to endure 
hardships.
 Harriet Tubman, often 
called "the Moses of her people," led 
more  than 300 slaves out of 
the South 
via this hazardous 
route.  
After her own 
escape she made 19 
trips back 
into  the South - - the "Land 
of Egypt" she called it. A 
price  of 
$40,000 was placed
 on her head, and 
her capture would 
probably  have 
meant instant
 death. Nevertheless, 
Mrs. Tubman vowed, "I was free and 
they should be free! I 
would  make a 
home in 
the North and bring them 
there!'
 
The first step 
was  to get in touch 
with William Stillman, Black chief 
"brakeman" on the "Underground 
Railroad." Mrs. 
Tubman  introduced 
herself to Stillman in Philadelphia and 
he gave her directions 
on how to find a 
job. She worked 
at a hotel, saving her 
money until 









clean-shaven  legs. 
But what Howard 
was really trying 
to say is that legs
 - - especially on 
women - 
- look good. And 
what, for 
heaven's sake, is 
so












support  that 
statement.




All  of this 
brings
 us to a 
perplexing  
point.
 If women are so 
adamant about 
being freee to 
shave or not 
shave  legs, 
why then do so many of them wear 
long pants to 
hide  those same legs? 
If 
women  are wearing 






way  off 
base. Women
 should be 
proud  of their 
legs, 
hairy  or bald. 








 a drab, cold 
world  as long 
as 
women insist on 
wearing pants. 
Sure, 

















more,  women 
- - co-eds 
in 








blend  in 
to 
society's  blur. They 
should  be proud 
to stand out, 
walk  slowly and let 
everyone see 
how  great legs 
can  be. 
Call 
Howard Schleeter
 biased and 
idealistic,  but 
wrong










Last Friday afternoon a 
small  group 
of women from NOW (National 
Organization
 for Women) picketed the 
National Airlines counter at the 
San 
Jose Municipal 
Airport  . 
The demonstration 
was not spec-
tacular, it was not of great news value, 
and 
admittedly,  it was not that 
successful.
 The women were protes-
ting National Airline's "Fly me" 
slogan, which they consider sexist and 
offensive
 to all women. 
As a reporter for the 
Spartan Daily 
on the
 women's beat. I 
was  present at 
the demonstration
 where I attempted,
 
unsuccessfully, 
to cover the events
 ob-
jectively.  
As a woman, 
I found it very 
difficult  
to coolly ignore the 
comments  spewing 
forth 





think  they're all 
frustrated,
 and no 
one
 
would  fly them." 
"As soon as they get
 on TV, they will 
leave."
 





















 of the 







ti I led 
' 
who  refused. of 
by 1. irginia 
Golden  
As I approached 
the men for 
comments,
 I was forced to quickly 
clarify






 they would 
even talk to me. 
Perhaps  it was that 
frustrated look on my face that made 
them suspect
 me. 
I think it would 
be advantageous for
 
every woman to attend at 
least  one 
feminist deomonstration,
 no matter 
what the issue at 
hand,  just to be made 
aware 
of
 the attitudes so many men 
have regarding 
the  women's 
movement,
 and particularly, regarding
 
the women themselves 
who are in-
volved in the 
movement. 
Regardless of the success of the 
demonstration, and 
regardless of 
whether or not I agreed with the 
protests of the
 NOW members, I found 
the incident to be a valuable and 
awakening 
experience  for myself, as a 
woman who will be forced
 to deal with 
this chauvinistic segment of society 








Last weekend, I was at UC-Davis to 
report on the water
 polo match 
between UC and our Spartans. 
Outside the gymnasium and pool 
complex, parked in 
total disarray, 
were scores of 
bicycles,  of every dis-
cript 
ion  imaginable. 
What was the striking feature of the 
bicycles, however, 
was  not their 
arrangement; rather, it was that most 
(not all) were not locked. Many that 




 thief could 
have 
stolen them. 
The meaning of these unlocked bikes 
seems clear to me. The cosmopolitan. 

































































the case in 
Davis. At least













slavery. On a 




 two other men 
North. 
The escapes 
were  as carefully 
planned as military maneuvers. She 
would start the groups on Saturday 
because posters advertising
 runaway 
slaves weren't posted on Sundays. To 
confuse possible followers, she would 
make sudden 
changes  in directions. 
She used songs as signals. "Go Down, 
Moses!" was her fighting song; and 
"Steal Away" was used to summon the 
slaves 
for a meeting. 
For 20 years, Harriet Tubman 
led 
slaves to freedom. 
In 1850 the Fugitive Slave Law was 
reactivated, 
requiring  people in the 
North to return to Southern masters 
any fugitives found in their territory. 
Asa result of this, Mrs. Tubman 
began  
leading her people into 
Canada. In 
1851
 she and 11 fugitives arrived in St. 
Catharines,








home base for the next
 six years. 
During the 
Civil Wars Mrs. Tubman
 
worked for the Northern
 forces in hos-
pitals and
 camps as a nurse,
 spy and 
scout. After 
nursing  the sick 
during 
the day, she baked
 pies in the e /ening 
and sold 
them the next 
day.  This is 
how she earned
 her living. 
After the war 
she returned to 
Auburn, 
N.Y.













Army  also sent 
funds. But the 
needy 
were constantly 
knocking  at her door, 
so the 
money  quickly 
evaporated.  
Soon, to raise 






 Tubman was 
finally  given a 
government
 pension of $20 a 
month for 
the rest of 
her  life. From this 
amount
 




others, she bought 
25 acres of land ad-
joining  her house. In 
1903 she deeded 
the land and 
her home to the 
African 
Methodist 











serving Latilornia State Uniyeisity. San lose Since 1934 
"The press is the best instrument for 
enlightening  the mind of 
man,  and 

















Mark  Simon 
Roger 
Woo 
All articles designated as 
editorials reflect the majority 
opinion of the 
editorial  board. 
All other 
opinions  expressed are 
the views of the individual 








Many students have wondered what 
the moisture outside the windows is, 
and the Spartan Daily, always on top
 
of this type of story, has consulted 
many experts
 and come to the con-
clusion that it is rain. 
Ah, but what is rain? 
Rain is taking a short cut across the 
lawn to the library and 
falling on your 
face.  
Rain is puddle
 jumping - - right into 
another puddle. 
Rain is riding your bike on the wet 
sidewalk and sliding 
across the street 
when you hit a wet pile of leaves.
 
Rain is standing on the corner 
waiting for the walk sign when
 an 
imitation of Parnelli Jones speeds 
around  the corner and rooster tails a 
puddle at you. 
Rain is walking across the grass and 
sinking into
 a puddle
 up to your 
knee.  
Rain is thinking you had a wet 




your  window open at night. 
Rain is a classroom with all the win-
dows closed, causing 37 students to die 
from cigaret suffocation. 
Rain is torgetting 
your umbrella. 
Rain is slipping while you step into a 
building doorway and impressing the 
girl you're 
trying to impress. 
Rain is keeping an eye open for see-
through blouses. 
Rain is finding the window open...in 
your car...on the drivers side...soaking 
the 
seat.  
Rain is wishing they had windshield 
wipers for your glasses.
 
Rain is a wet book,
 with the pages 
stuck
 together 
and the ink 
coming off.
 






 but still 
being forced
 to come 
because  you 
always  seem 
to have a 
test
 


































 hole in the
 bottom 
of your shoe. 
Rain
 is a 
conspicuous
 wet 
patch  on 
the seat 
of
 your pants. 




 potato chips. 
Rain
 is a traffic jam. 
Rain is a 
wool  coat that 









man  pants 
without  underwear. 
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yesterday  into a bridge 
collapse
 that killed six 
workmen and injured 
21 others Tuesday. two miles
 north of the 
Rose Bowl in Pasadena. 
Investigators
 have been sent to the 
Foothill  Freeway construc-
tion site where 
the center span of the 




 Salerno,  business agent
 of the Cement Masons
 Union 
which represented




bridge was being built 
too hastily. 
"They 
just put them up 
too fast, that's 
all.  Push, push. 




 manager of 
Polich-Benedict  
Construction  
Co.. one of three 
contractors
 on the bridge 
project, said his 
com-
pany 
was  working 
according
 to a schedule set 
by the state and 
eenied  the bridge was being 






 second swing -wing 
F-111,  the plane the Air 
Force claims is the safest in its 
supersonic  aresenal, has vanished 
on a mission over North




plane  disappeared from radar screen
 Tuesday after it  
descended  for its radar -guided 
low-level
 target run, spokesmen 
said. 
Both plane crewmen
 are missing, spokesmen
 said. They would 
not comment on a 
North Vietnamese claim that 
an F-111 had been 
shot down and the crewmen 
U.S. 
and Russia sign 
pacts  
WASHINGTON









long-standing  World 
War II 
lend-lease  debt 
yesterday.  
Admisistration sources indicated the Soviets agreed to pay 
some $500 
million  
with payments to be stretched
 out over 30 




spending  ceiling 
bill 
WASHINGTONThe House voted yesterday to kill the $250 
billion spending ceiling sought by Pres. Richard Nixon. 
Many House members argued that empowering the President 
to withhold
 appropriated funds would be abdicating its 
constitutional






California Supreme Court an-
nounced yesterday a one -week delay in the effective date of its 
ruling that both private and public projects
 must submit en-
vironmental impact
 statements. 
The decision was scheduled to take effect Saturday. However. 
the effective date was extended to Oct. 27 for procedural reasons, 
a court spokesman 
said. 




If you had 
discovered
 a t ,LI.A law 
student  
spending  last 
summer vacation in 
prison,
 it would not have been unusaul. 
With the permission of the Department of Corrections. 
II law 
students explored 10 
of
 California's "Big Hotels" (two each). The 
goals: familiarization with the penal system 
and prisoner's 
rights. 
Among the discoveries 
made  was that almost all prisoners
 
believe they are victims
 of the judicial system, some justifiably.
 
Said 
Robert  Tyler. a Folsom Prison visitor, 
"I think I got a 
better idea of how to deal with people 




 J. Chaput, a 
reporter  for 
the  Kansan, the 
University
 of Kansas 
newspaper,
 joy -rode six 
bicycles 
on that campus in 




She ran into no 
difficulties. 
"I 
tried  10 -speeds and 
clunkers -1 wasn't 
particular  because I 
had no 
intention
 of buying one,"
 wrote the naughty
 girl. 
For those who have 
been dying to attend




The UC Bolin: of 
Regents  recently 





 point averages as 
low  as 2.0 are now 
allowed to apply 
as part of an 
experimental  plan. 
The
 former criteria, 
established  in 1958, 
was  2.4. Although it is 
common 
knowledge
 that UC 
enrollment  has been 
decreasing,  
LyleC.Gainsley,  UC 
director  of admissions 
and  university regis-
trar, claims
 that the move 
was  made because of 
changes in 
grading policy and 
education trends. 
This is the first
 year in the University 
of Santa Clara's long 
his-
tory in which a girl served
 as a cheerleader. Lucky 
fellas.  
As a result of the 
Sacramento  ice cream parlor 
airplane crash 
of a few
 weeks ago, students 
of Santa Barbara City 
College 
staged a 
similar disaster on the 
week  following to test the 
emergency alterness 
of the City of Santa Barbara. 
One- 
hundred -twenty- students 




injuries  - 10 played dead. It 
only  took 45 minutes for the 
victims to be 







A panel discussion on 
women in 
















the panel will be 
Mrs. Dolores 






the  Palo 
Alto 
Times;  Mrs. 
panel Ii' 
Belame, of the San Jose 
Mercury -News; and Mrs. Pam 





clude the changing role of 
women in the 
media  and 
obstacles
 women incur while 
entering into journalism. 
The panel discussion
 is free. 
A 
business
 meeting will begin 
at 7:30
 p.m. All students are 














































































































































































was  tor a 






 the matter 01 
determining 
a static policy to 
cover distribution
 of the 
surplus
 funds. Board member 
Jim Willis, 
chairman of the 
Economics
 Department, 
reported to the 
board  several 
proposals  at the 




would  seek to end 
the dilemma of the ac-
cumulation 
by trying to ac-
complish a 
-zero  ac-






be a system of dis-
count pricing in the 
student 
bookstore. This would even-
tually end the surplus,  and 
would also be beneficial to 
students. 
A variation of this plan is a 
rebate system,  whereby 
excess
 profits would be 
returned to campus agencies 
in the form
 of credit. 
A final plan would be a com-
bination of these two. 
Action on the proposals is 
pending 
evaluation  of an 
auditing report. 'rhe board 
expects to decide on the matter 





























 is the 





































































commented  "The 
younger 
generation




from  childhood 
older 























me to catch up 




























by Maureen McCarthy 
Consider 
the entire 
population of San Jose, one-




without much  food or clothing, 
left to wander
 aimlessly in the 
streets day after day. 
That's how many children 
have been orphaned
 in Viet-
nam because of the war. 
Since only a small fraction 
of these children 
have been 
helped by relatives, 
organizations and 
orphanages  
in that country, Mr. and Mrs. 




have  started a fund-
raising campaign for orphaned 
children. 
Their organization, called 




 greeting cards and 
needs student volunteers 
to
 
sell its product. 
All proceeds will go to the 
SOS Kinderdorf Children's 
Villages in the 
World  fund tio 
build an 
SOS Village in central 
Vietnam,
 Mrs. Han 
said.  
Volunteers may go to 189 
Venado Way. 
or
 call Mrs. Han 
at 227-0529,
 she said, adding 
that she hopes to have a table 
with the cards for sale on cam-
pus within the next few 
days.  
The first and only 
SOS 
Village
 in Vietnam opened in 
July of 1968 in 
GOVap.  It is 
five miles from Saigon. 
The village
 consists of 41 






Up to 15 children
 live 
together in these homes as 
"brothers and
 sisters" until 
they are 13 
years  old. 




"provides love and 
warmth," 
according to Mrs. Han. 
"'rhe mother is the most im-
portant part of our program," 
said Helmut
 Kutin in an 
interview for "Parade" 
magazine
 in June of 1969. 
Kutin is the 
director
 of the 
Go-Vap SOS Village, and was 
an orphan himself in an SOS-
Kinderdorf village
 in Austria 
just after World War II. 
SOS-Kinderdorf  was 
founded by Dr. 
Hermann
 
Gmeiner  after WWII 
to 
provide care for children in 
Europe who were 
orphaned  by 
the war. 
There are 
now 80 SOS 
Children's 
Villages






 a new ap-
proach to social assistance by 
attempting  to establish a 
strong foundation of family 





































 between 10 
and 15 children, 
costs about 
$16,000 to build. 
If the Hans reach their goal. 
they can help build ap-
proximately 15 
houses.  
And that's 225 children who 
can have a home 
with 














ment ring clasped with 
two  
match-
ing gold bands. 
Perfect





 but has 
idees  of her 
own. 
RAIDAL SETS from 
1100.00 
DIAMOND MOINE' RINSE Iforn I15.99  
ewe 
Women of my age, look 
terribly old." he added. 
Dr. Borovski. 
returning to 
Miss de Beauvoir's "Coming of 
Age." said the author wrote. 
"People 
in
 this society and 
going  back 100 years or more. 
don't like to talk about old 
age." 
In a society that is cruel 
when  it comes to the older 
segment of the population 
Miss de 
Beauvoir  says "The 
aged are put in old folks 
homes." 
Society  which is com-
prised of their 
children. 
refuse  or want no res-
ponsibility 
when it comes to 
taking  care of their 
aged
 




the end." Dr. 
Borowski said. "The old 
people 
are put 
out  of sight, 
or thrown 
on the garbage 
heap of 
humanity."  
For the 65 -year -old person 
who is forced into retirement, 
Dr. Borowski commented in a 
capitalist country 
a man is 
considered good only as long 
as he makes money. "In  
a 
Socialist 
country,  nobody 
worries or considers the pligh 
of the aged."
 he added. 
Other
 factors which lace the 
agedor 
senior  citizen Dr. 
Borowski  said. "The old 
person  
is unable 
to work on his own 
terms. The ability
 to shift to 
another occupation
 or skill is 
limited











 added it is 
also
 a known 
fact
 that peopleboth 
young 
and oldbecome
 inflexible in 





 especially for 
the aged, to 
























It's interesting to note the final 
paragraph and last four or five 
lines of Miss de Beauvoir's es-
say 
concerns  sex," She writes: 
"Between 70 and 80, married 
men retain an active 
but 
reduced sexual life. Widowers 
suffer from unsatisfied 
desires 
and some of them 
take to mas-
turbation."  




Approximately  45 students 
and community people will 
leave San lose today for the
 
First  Chicano National 
Congress 
for
 Land and 
Cultural Reform, slated for 
tomorrow 
through  Sunday in 
Albuquerque, N.M. 
A.S. Councilman Spyder 
Sanchez, who will make the 
trip along with fellow coun-
cilman Tony Gonzales, said 
the group will be composed of 
San lose State University and 
high school students,  anti 
members of the general 
Chicano community. 
Council last week allocated 
$95 to Los Estudiantes de 
Atzlan to help supplement 
transportation costs. 
The convention which aims 
to bring together all Spanish-
speaking organizations in the 
United States,
 will focus on a 
theme of unity. 
"Brotherhood Awareness" 
has been 
designated as the 
hoped -for spirit of the conven-
tion. 
An array of speakers. 
headed by farm labor leader 
Cesar Chavez,  will headline 
the programs.
 
Reis Tijerina of New Mexico 
will spearhead discussions on 
land reform, which has been 
a 
controversial issue in the 
state. 
Also appearing will be lose 
Angel Gutierrez of Texas and 
Corky Gonzalez
 of Colorado, 
who were recently named 
chairman and vice-chairman 
of El Partido de La Raze Unida. 
Councilman
 Sanchez 
explained the formation 
of
 the 
convention was based "on the 
idea that Chicanos have 
struggled in the Southwest."
 
Sanchez, a native of Texas. 




the Southwest,  and we want to 
retain
 our culture. 
"Through this 
convention. 
we're going to help identilN  
ourselves as to 
what  we are,' 
Sanchez said. "When we're 
together,
 we can work 
towards reforms of the church. 
schools,































Needed to fill 
out  the 
skeleton 
staff 
will  be 
a 
manager,  a 
coordinator  of 
volunteers, and 2 
workers. 
Along
 with the application, 
students are asked
 to specify a 
time they 
will be available for 
an
 interview by 
the five 
Program 
Board  officers. 
Interviews
 will be 
held
 Friday, 
Oct. 27 from 10-12
 a.m,  and 
from 1-3
 p.m. 
The staff will be 
expected to 
work every
 night the 
Coffee 
House  is open: 
Tuesday 
through Friday from 
7:30-













































FOR  BY THE 
COMMITTEE  







California  financial 
Responsibility
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really SUPER SAVINGS on SONY'S popular component hi -ti 
system  
Check 







features with no sacrifice 
in 
performance







ohms) which is enough to drive even low -efficiency
 
speaker  systems 
. don't forget 
SONY for solid-state
 reliability The Turntable chosen
 for
 this system is tne Automatic
 BSR 
J1OX 
featuring  a cueing lever, 
adjustable
 anti
-skate  control, 
fixed  





base and a SHURE M 
75CS Stereo Magnetic Cartridge.  





 ALX 100 
Speakers 
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 Logan will 
portray 
Tartuffe  with 
toe











Mary Conetto, Ken 
Barton, Es-
ther Torres, 



















































































Miss  Conetto, left and Esther Torres. 
reworded
 passages to assure 
the ministry
 he was not at-
tacking any 
specific  
institutions, Louis XIV 
authorized the presentation of 
the play. 
Dr. Todd is 





proach  to the production by 
presenting a short play by 
Moliere called "Impromptu at 
Versailles" as a prologue to 
"Tartuffe." This short play, 
creating a play within a play, 




court as spectators to the ac-
tual 
production  and aid to the 
understanding of the
 ending. 
Harpsicord music will 
help 










By Stephanie Curtis 




afternoon at "happening" in 





art, gave his 
sculpture class 
an assignment 
in conceptual art 




 There was 
only  
one requirement:
 the work had 
to 















 structures of 
lumber  
to 
a block of ice on a stump 
that 







done on a 






cigarette  was lit, It 
burned  into the next one 
causing 




















































































 Dec. 2 
I ew 
old wine 







pained a free form canvas.
 
Red. blue,  
yellow
 and green 
























a mo.  
(lease)  








on the spinning 
canvas that 
Hollister  plans to 
stretch 
later.  




the dye dripping and I 
thought 
of the rest of it." 
Aptly titled 
was  "A Simple 
Release" 
by
 Bob lanes. 
His 
creation 





wooden pegs fastened 
to water 
cans
 balancing a metal weight.
 
As the water dripped out, the 
weight eventually pulled 
out  





did  a series 
piece, "Yeast," in which two
 
tubs of bread dough rose and 
then
 fell. 
It was an instructive and 
entertaining





 explained it saying.
 
"I was thinking
 of the process 
of the 
happening


















fails. You could be 
walking along
 a deserted 
beach or 
backpacking
 ins still 
lorest or just be 
sitting  in your 
room
 when your mind 
begins 
to 






be at least one 




 am 1?" or 
"What am I?" 
One 
answer












book,  "You Are the 
World"  is a 




 gave at 
four 





University  of 
California at Santa 
Cruz.  















 man's being and 
attempts  to 
bring




 upon man. 





he tends to be boring 
and 
repetitious.  But such is to be 
expected 
of any serious 
philosophical essay. 
What counts is the 
message
 
he communicates to 
his 
audience,  and
 his message 
comes through clearly. 
In examining 
the world and 
ourselves, 
Krishnamurti 
points out that a change is 
essential. He 
believes  we are 
in the midst 
of confusion, 
anxiety
 and self-destruction. 
In trying 
to find an answer or 
explanation to life,  
we are hit-
ting a blank wall. 
According to the author, the 
only way a 
person  can 
understand the world is 
by
 
first understanding one's own 
self. 
"In oneself lies the whole 
world, and if you know how to 
look 
and  learn, then the 
door is 
there
 and the key is in 
your  
hand.  Nobody on earth can 
give 
you either the key or the 




 can never discover from 
another how 
to live. In order 
for one's mind 
to





 purposes. one 
must not be 
bound by any 
authority.  Throw 
away all 
illusions 
and superficial roles. 





thinking  and freely search for 
the answer, 







does  not offer a 
concrete method
 or a specific 

















tickets at a discount price 
of
 $9 
to San lose State University 
students 
today and tomorrow 
in front of M 150.
 




Van Cliburn, who 
played with the orchestra in 




during  the season will include 
PDQ Bach. pianist; 
Mary Cos-
ta, vocalist; Michael 
Lorrimer,  
guitarist; Jaime Laredo, 
violinist and 
the  SISU Concert 
Choir performing Mozart's 
"Requiem."
 
The  students season 
tickets  
















 disc, "Carney" 




with his most 
recent,  but listen 
again. 
"Carney" 
has a super -loose
 
feeling to it, 
one  in contrast to 
previous Leon stuff. 
But don't be fooled. 
"Carney" is a 
masterpiece,  
pure and simple. 
Russelis  a genius. Whatever 
he tries to do, he does 
just 
right, creating the exact mood 
he 









 it. "Out 
In The 
Woods" 









 by a 


















his  Louisiana roots howl 
here,
 and the 
whole  effect 
is 





 is the 
closest  Leon 
gets  
to 
the  Leon of 
past  albums, 
































"Acid Annapolis" is eerie. 
The 
mystery







The Peninsula and Berkeley 
Bach Choirs will present their 
second concert in the series 
"Music of the Spheres" 
Saturday, at 8 p.m. at All 
Saints Episcopal Curch, on 
Hamilton and













































[3    
        
  cf] 
It leaves a weird feeling as it 
heads  into... 
"If The Show Fits" which is 
a gas of a ragtime rocker. Some 
may take offense at the 
images 
the song creates (it's about 
freeloaders) but the 
song is the 
kind you find yourself hum-
ming throughout the day. 
Whatever
 the freeloader does 
or tries to get, it's all absolved 
by the line "we're from Rolling 
Stone,
 so it's ok." 
"My Cricket," "This Mas-
querade" and "Magic Mirror," 
the last three songs on the 
album best express the 
"Carney mood. All reveal 
feelings
 of loneliness and in-
trospection of the carney by 
Leon. 
The album cover 
photos give 
you the picture in case the 
words didn't. The pancake 
makeup makes the solitude 
more perceptible. 
By themselves, "Carney's" 
cuts are the new, looser, but 








the tempo is down. 
listen 
or read, but to use
 his 
words as a mirror






Although  the book is 
com-
posed of 
12 talks or lectures, 
one cannot zip 
through the 175 
pages 




hours. It's hard 
and 
slow -reading; 
definitely not a 
book











 five or more 
pages 




 ready to give it up. 
but regardless
 of the number 
of pages you 
complete, you'll 
nevertheless 
gain  a valuable 
insight into 
that person called 
Demo
 
benefits  today  
A 
dame
 mid a 
poetry Carlo  Si.
 will 
teal ure the 
reading 
will
 be held today 
to Headstones.
 Admission is 
SI
 
benefit  the 
McGovern-Shriver
 with 
proceeds  going to the 
presidential ticket. 
Democratic  ticket. 
The dance, which will be 
The 
free
 poetry reading will 
held from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
at be held in Ch 227 at 8 p.m. 































*COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR 
FREE 24 
PAGE  PIPE CATALOGUE 
45 N 
1st
 Street - 
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gift problem 9,1, bond 
























 ay of the
 year. 
Saying 
goodbye  to 
friends
 and going
 home is the 
best part of 
the day 








By Debbe Sells 
The purple paint on his face 
different 
things  to like. 
"Cuz 
I'm  a bad boy." 
looked like grape jam. His long Sherry couldn't 
decide  what 
"Ya 
know,"
 he added, "This 
blond hair hung flirtatiously 
she 
liked  most. 
girl keeps pickin on me." 
over one eye. His eyes
 were 
Slapping
 a fat piece of blue 
"Oh, I 
see." Well, maybe 
rainwater  blue, his smile clay on the 
table in front of her, 
that's her way of 
showing  that 
infectious. she
 looked up. 
she likes 
you," I offered. 
It was cold outside, 





 hittin me 
child care 
center's  supply of digging her 
fingers back into 
in 
the head with a ball." 
paints and paper 
seemed  to the hill of clay. 
Careful 
investigation con -
suit him fine. 
Shawn, thick curls




 your name?" I hair hiding
 under an oversized 




captain's hat that 
covered  his 
a faded yellow
 bench, smiled 
"Willie." forehead, 
was certain. 
as I approached. 
"And what is that 
painting  
"This school is 
much  more 
"What is it that you like 
called?" I asked, 
better 
than  the other 
school  
most  about 
coming
 here?" I 
"Purple."
 






got  good toys!" 
She giggled,
 and covered her 
"Yup." His 
lower  lip 
"Does your 
mom  like it too?" 





"Is that what you like best 
"Oh sure.- 
"Wader She 
ran  across the 
about coming here?" 
"And what 
does
 she do for a 
room
 and hid behind 
a coat 





brushed  a wisp 
"She picks
 up things," he 
"I guess the toys 
are almost 







I -he child 
care  center is yic- 
Wade. 
preoccupied  with a 
blue-jeaned 




ball,  took out a few 
her face 
smudged
 with ink 
"No,  silly. The 
paint!" he 
minutes to talk.




 the best? Well, 
Willie's playmates
 shared "Well...I always get in 
what is the very 
best?"  I asked. 
his enjoyment
 of the 
center.  
trouble





 were so many 













Barely able to reach the
 keys,
 
Patrice  Williams investigates the piano at 
Day-care center. 




























and Donene Payne study a 
pair of friendly




















and  students reject the square classroom,
 to 
carry on 









By Mark Hegedus 
"Squarer Remember when 
that word used to mean you 
were
 ou.1 of it: like,  
in 
relicsville. Well, 
the word is 
out of style once again, this 
time at San
 Jose State 
University.
 
The square classroom has 
become "square."
 Students are 
no longer settling for the 20th 
row in class while kicking 
themselves 
for forgetting to 
bring their opera glasses. 
A 
revolution may be taking 
place. In many classes, 
students are walking into 
classes and automatically 
moving chairs into the 
form  of 




out  this discussion?" 
Janitors shake their heads in 
the aftermath saying, "What a 
mess." 
Round is 
becoming  right for 
students and professors alike.
 
"I get more contact 
with  
students with 
class in the 
round," said
 Gary Lewis. 
senior sociology major. 
"Kids 
are more relaxed 
and involved. 
They can't 
sit outside the 
group,




"I'm also less apt to 
daydream in 
the  round 
situation." he added.
 "But I do 
miss staring out of the 
window 
and doodling
 on my desk."
 
"I feel more like joining in, 
said
 senior Sally Enea. "It 
makes for a more casual set-
ting. I know I pay more atten-
tion  in class." 
Senior, Jeff Vitucci, en-
vironmental 
studies major, 
asserted that round classroom 
settings make the instructor 
equal to the students. 
Charles Paul. assistant 
professor of humanities, 
teaches many of his classes in 
the round. His classes are 
designed to bring the timid 
student out of himself and to 
reinforce the Mate intimacy of 
the classroom situation. 
While talking about this 
type of classroom structure 
Dr. Paul noted, "A funny
 thing 
I've experienced in this round 
structure is that the students 
who talk most sit together 




"The unstructured type of 
classroom has just come into 
vogue during the past 10 
years," declared Virgil Huges, 
professor of education. Prof. 
Huges
 conceded that 
educators are just now begin-
ning to apply the theory that 
the individual student should 






 by many 
students and professors
 alike, 













'the Special  Allocations 
committee will elect
 a 
permanent chairman and con-
sider $8,821 in requests today 
when it meets at 10 a.m. in the 
A.S. Council chambers. 
The seven -member com-
mitteecomposed of three 
A.S. executives.
 two A.S. 
Council 
members. the A.S. 
Business Office Manager 
George Watts. and Louis 
Barozzi, student government 
advisorwill select its 
chairman, as stipulated in Act 
21 of the 
A.S.  Constitution. 
It 
will  also hear the 
requests
 
of eight groups, three of which 



















will request $1,765 for 
the  El 
Alma Chicane
 Symposium. 
 The Asian -American
 
Cultural Steering Committee 
will
 request $1,376 for 
a series 
of












 The College Honors Com-





$475 for staff positions. 
 David Mayes, student 
representative to 
the  
statewide Academic Council 






 -A class 
situation can be handled in 
many 
ways.  It depends on the 
way a professor 
chooses
 to 
define his subject. On one 
hand, we have
 the information  






 who are 
hungry to learn. On the other. 
we have a leadership
-reaction 
situation where the 
group  
sparks  ideas." 
Having 
chairs  situated in a 
circle isn't 
always 







noticed "Guys eyes move
 a lot 
more rapidly in the 
round."  
Nick Nolte, junior, said, 
"You have to 
look at your 









"It  takes away all the good 
times I used to have when the 
professor had his back to the 























































































































































finally,  the most 
evealing statement
 was 
offered by Karen 
Sharpe, 
freshman, "You can see 
everyone's 
body  instead of 
heir 
face
 with chairs in the 
ound. Of 
course,
 you have to 
be 





























































Nov. II. was 




 for those 
who  
gave 
their  lives. 
The  day was 
also 
recognized  later
 as a day 
of tribute 




By an act 
of Congress 
in 





 was changed 
to
 










11,  come 
about?
 
For years. it 
was generally 
believed that the 
best  holidays 
fell on Monday





 out-of-doors, and 
lust 
plain getting 
away  lrom home 






ago, the travel 
industry began
 lobbying 
Congress  to move 
some
 of the 








 to Congress 




 make one -day round 
trips. 





Employers  also found three-
day weekends
 more appealing. 
If the holiday 

































































































YOU'LL LIKE IT! 










Boor & Wino 
900-9950
 
original  meaning 
when







Even Italian patriots ad-
mitted that Oct. 12 could be 
changed. After all. Columbus 
actually landed in 
the British 
Bahamas. Oct. 12 is derived 
from the old Julian calendar. 
The modern date would be 
Oct. 23. 
Washington's birthday, 
originally recorded on Feb. 11. 
was aka taken
 














































































follow  suit 
there is ntt career that can match 
BfJSINEySin
 
diversity of intellectual interest A vigorous.  free socieii. 
calls 











 will be on campus to 
speak to minonly students, primarily, but also with 
any other students who arc interested in the
 Master 
of 






Appointments may he 
made  through 
The Placement 
Office.  
!he Stanford MBA program is a two-year general 
management course dhigned for highly qualified 
men and women who have majored in liberal arts, 
humanities, sc.. -.ce, or engineenng. 
THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATE SCHOOL
 OF BUSINESS 


























Boteom-Sulte  E. 















They contribute a few 
dollars here and there, donate a few 
material goods now and then




Foundation  has realistic goals," said SF 
executive director Ben Reichmuth.
 "We expect the San lose State 
teams we support to win more than they lose." 
SISU's athletic alumni 
group.  80 per cent SISU grads and 40 
per 
cent non-SISU grads, donates an estimated 
$145,000 in 
money, goods




The money for 
football includes 45 
scholarships  and motel, 
restaurant, facilities for
 prep recruits coming to 
look over SISU 














In a recent issue I 
mentioned  that SISU head 
football  coach 
Dewey
 King goes by the philosophy,




 in his belief of this philosophy. 
However,  it was pointed 
out that "playing 
to win" involves  emotion,  
rather
 than relying 
on skill and keeping cool at 
crucial  moments. 
King  admitted that when a team 
plays emotionally, mistakes 
occur. 
SISU  is 2-3, has suffered
 more than 100 yards in 
penalties in 
each game,
 fumbled the ball 14 times,
 losing five of them,  and has
 
had 12 passes 
intercepted.  
The gridders can't 
make  mistakes like this 
and hope to win 
foot 
ball games. Tell that to the 
Spartan Foundation. 
Anytime someone
 invests in something, 
$70,000  to the SISU 
foot ball program, he 
expects
 dividends. The Spartan Foundation 
expects
 King to produce a more 
productive  team than last 
season's PCAA 
champs,
 who were 5-5-1 during the regular
 
season,
 including a 4-1 
mark  in conference play. 
SjSU 
plays only the eighth toughest
 schedule in the nation, ac-
cording to Gridiron
 magazine. PAC -8 schools such as 
Stanford,  
Oregon and Cal or nationally
-ranked Arizona State and Fresno 
State.  Stanford, Cal, ABU, San 
Diego
 State, and Oregon have 
more scholarships
 than SISU. 
"We realistically believe





"Even  though 
some  of the 
schools have 
twice  as many scholarships as 
we do." 
So. instead of playing schools
 units own level, SJSU is playing 
over  its 
head on a majority of 
Saturday  afternoons. 
Result: The reliance on a strong
 alumni to help compete in the 
recruiting wars with 
Stanford,
 Cal and other 
major  powers 
around
 California and
 the nation. 
This involves courting athletes while they 
are still in high 
school. A psychologist 
on
 this campus, while in high school, had
 





want to go to USC because of Los Angeles' 
scenery. He might have attended SISU 
if he could have had a car. 
USC had the money, but 
the athletic staff at SISU kept its cool 
and 
honor  at the time. 
Recruiting
 is vicious, but it doesn't 
have  to be for SISU. It 
shouldn't have to 
compete
 with schools that have a vast amount 
of money to rely on. 
Wake  up, Spartan 
Foundation!
 Competing with 
"pres-
tige" schools is not 
"realistic,"







San lose State University 
reserve quarterback Travis 
McMichael was arraigned in 
Municipal  Court yesterday 
and bound 
over to Superior 
Court for trial. 
Presiding judge Lewis C. 
Doll set the trial date for Oct. 
27. 
The arraignment preceeding 
yesterday had numerous 
witnesses, including 
Stephanie Moniz, 470 S. 11th 
St., apt 14, who testified that 
she
 heard the apartment 
across from hers being broken 
into




tified that she did not see 
McMichael in the apartment. 
The apartment that was 
burglarized was rented by 
Shelia Sardi. a SjSU student, 
and three other student room-
mates.
 
Two other SISU students, 
Norman Howell and Johnny 
Thompson, both 19. pleaded 
guilty to 
a misdemeanor 
burglary charge on Sept. 
19 
and implicated McMichael in 
the process. 
Thompson  and Howell were 
arrested at the scene while 
removing television sets, 
stereos,
 and radios from the 
unoccupied apartment, ac-
cording to 
police  reports. 
Since McMichael has not 
been on the SjSU grid squad, 
sophomore Craig Kimball has 










defensive  end 
Emanuel
 Armstrong 
1541  and All-
American linebacker
 Dave Chaney (52) 
put p  
on 
Stanford  
quarterback  Don Bunce in second 
period action. San lose State 
won a shocking 13-12 verdict over the Rose Bowl champions. 



























 be a 
tough job. 



























 fill in the 
void. 
"Playing  
defensive  end 
is a 
new
 role for me as I've









help  the team 






Defensive  line 





was  the right man 
for 
this position 
because  of his 
speed 










 tackles, one 
fumble, recovery.





 three times. 
For his 
efforts  against 
California,
 which the 
Spartans won
 17-10, he was 
tabbed
 the best 
defensive  
player of the
 week by 
local  
sports writers. 
Armstrong  had 
seven 




 recovery to 
stop 
a Bears' threat. 
Last season as 
a sophomore. 





















Awards he has 
earned in-
clude 
second  team 
All-PCAA
 
and the SISU 
Outstanding 
Sophomore  Award. 
Armstrong












 give me a 




















on their first 
serious  road 
swing of the 
season. 
The Spartans are 
flying to 
the 
southland  to face Los 
Angeles State University at 3 
p.m. tomorrow and then on to 
Long Beach State University 
for a clash at 8 p.m. Saturday. 
the by -then -tired poloists fly 
to 
San Diego State for a 
meeting 
with the Aztecs at 11 




Coach  Lee Walton 
expects 
problems




































stated  that the 





 since part of 
SISU's game plan 
is to out -













The toughest of the three op-
ponents the Spartans face this 
weekend will 
be












table 11-7 loss to USG 
last 
week;  USC then 
edged UCLA. 
last






















Dancers A -La -Carte 
and help them 
be normal." he 
said. 
However,
 if any 
profes-
sional football
 teams are 
interested 
 in him 
and  is 
willing to pay the
 right kind of 
money. Armstrong 
said,  "I 
might consider it 
as a career." 
"He 
has the tools 











The 6 -foot 3, 221 -pound 
defensive end 
played  middle 
guard and 
linebacker for John 
Fremont 
High School in 
Los 

























 squads are 
set to 
clash with Cal 
State  
Hayward tonight
 at 7 in PER 
101. 
SISU pulled
 through 12 
schools  in the Nor
-Cal  finals to 
cop 



























































COVER  SUNWED 
football in his 
freshman  year 
at SISU
 because there was not 
enough members for a team. 
The 20 -year -old junior said 
his biggest 
thrill  came when 
SISU beat Stanford last year. 
He tackled 
nine  runners and 
did 
not  let any of them get
 
more than three 
yards  per 
carry. With
 3:12 left on the 
clock, he recovered
 a fumble on 
the 
Spartan 39 -yard line to 
stop a Stanford 
drive and in-
sure a 13-12 
SISU win. 
In practice the 
drill he hates 
most is the sled push. This is 
where several 
linesmen  push a 
heavy sled across the 
field, 
usually with a coach 
or
 two on 
it encouraging the players to 
move faster. 
Armstrong said 
he  would rather 
do
 anything 




 the off season he 
keeps in 
shape  by running as 
much as 
possible  and by 




to this weekend's game 
against the 
University  of 
Pacific," said Armstrong. "My
 
opponents
 are really going to 





decide league race? 
With only one Pacific 
Coast 
Athletic Association football 
tilt on 
lap for this weekend, 
San Jose 
State  University at 
Pacific, the league race is 
taking a definite shape. 
Pacific currently leads with 
a 2-0 record 
while  San Diego 
State trails as the only other 
unbeaten at 1-0. Pacific must 
face SISU in its only other 
PCAA game. Fresno State. 
a 
23-21 victor over SISU. still 
has a shot at 
the league crown 
with a 1-1 slate as does Long 
Beach 
State  (0-1). 
SjSU is mired in 
last
 place at 
0-2 but can make a race of it by 
defeating 
Pacific  and Long 




 of tense 
of 
the PCAA. the Spartans 
rank sixth with 
a respectable 
273.6 yards per game, pacing 
only 
this
 week's foe. Pacific. 
Sitting on the 
bottom of the 
total defense pile  leaves SjSU 
only one way to goup. The 
Spartans
 have faced several 
iiiiistanding offensive teams 




Although last in pass 
defense, the 
locals lead in 
interceptions (12), with the 
youngest secondary in the 
conference. Mike Hopkins and 
Phil Duncan are one-two in-
dividually with five and lour 
thefts. 
Craig 
Kimball,  the Spartans 
sophomore quarterback, is 
runnerup in total offense, 
averaging
 169 yards per 
contest. He is also second in 
pass completions a game with 
13, but leads in touchdown 
passes with 
seven. 
Tight end Chris Moyneur
 












































exquisite  Swedish 
film! Max Von 
Sydow 
and Liv Ullmann are 
outstanding!"  






 Pauline Kael, The New Yorker 
"It is a surpassing 
piece  
of filmmaking and a 
powerful recapturing 


















fortitude,  goals 
achieved and
 lives 


















 by jun .4(34 
and  Bengt 
























































































Hall  227. 
Nils 



































































committee  of 
the 









D.C.  includes a 
six









 Oct. 27 
with 

















Visual Center is 
this year's 
national president
 of AECT. 
Rob Siggai
 i 


















 of other 
poets. Poems














Rob  Siggart 
is a new 
1116(fuLlin di 
Sall lose Sidle 
University
 and has been
 the 
editor
 of "Rapport 









 received poetry 
prizes in 
1970
 and 1971. 
Michael
 Palmer, a former 
instructor
 who taught here
 for 
the last two years. has 
written  
two 











the  Nixon 
Years" will begin
 12:30 p.m. 
Saturday. Oct. 





Leonard  Weinglass. 
an attorney who 
defended the 








































 to the 
public.
 










 the law and at-
titudes towards




A FRIEND 12 
Stollenne
 who knows all 
about you. but 




7 p.m in BC 1 lu. All Chicano business 
maw. be sure to attend. 
CASA HISPANICA. I 30 em on the old 
cafeteria
 Come and speak Spaniel, 
CASA 
HISPANICA, o p.no ini.
 I  
Diablo Room 1:eneral merlons 
COMMUNITY WORK AUXILIARY -S1 
PEACE CENTER. 7 30 p.m. in iii. 12..1 
Discuss actoyitora 
she aign-ups I or in. 
Maiden's
 interested on draft 
counseline
 
JESUS PEOPLE FELLOWSHIP. I lint 









p in IC 206. 
Panel diecuasion on women
 in 
lournalism. with women from Ihe
 profes-
sion discussing the women's role 
in
 the 
media. Everyone welcome. 
THETA SIGMA 
PHI, 5 p.m. in 11.: 117 
Panel discussion on 
internships. All 
tournallem maples and minor. 
welcome  
to hear '72 summer interns discus, 
their  
experiences. 
RADICAL STUDENT UNION, 7.30 p.m 
in CAI Pacilica Room.
 
HILLEL 
FOUNDATION.  6 p m at the 
Jewish Student Center. 
441  S. loth St 













 v. 1:al 
Siete 
Hav.aril  7 pm on the Spartan 
Courts All 
people smile in the same 
TOMORROW 
SOCCER: SISU v UCLA. BIG GAME/ n 
pAll it 
Spartan  Stadium Free Hrong 
sionethong to
 
beep you warm 
RECITALS
 lb m in 
the  Concert Hall 
Saxophonist William I rouble 5510 
appear







Cafeteria Crone and 







700TICE!  I lien e 050 he 

















































































Oct. 25 at it 
p.m  in GU. 
Pima.  a 
Room. 

























the  ton and 





 Uct. 27 Theta
 Chi 
1235.  I I th 
St.
 All are 
welcome.
 A  fret. 
keener. 
and  an 
opportunity
 In win  
water bed. 





 'La Guert. 
est 
Font
 Monday at 

















5 p.m in C.U.































 Board at 3 
p.m. in the A.S. 
Council 
Chambers 
















































 Cobey, Attorney. 
7:30 p.m. 
Red Star Singers 
Films: "Break and Enter"; 
















































































































See  Us 
Soon
 To 















































among  about 14 
organizations that have
 an-





10:30  a.m., today 
in 











 San Francisco. 
The vigil will
 last 24 hours,
 
followed by a 
demonstration  
to begin at 11 
am, tomorrow.  
according
 to
 a flyer dis-
tributed 
by
 the sponsors. In' 
formation 
describing the 





are  protesting 
alleged 
persecution  ol Arabs 
in West Germany. In their 
flyer they 
claim West 
Germany has deported "over 
one thousand students and 





























































 Aral, nationals. 
4.1 




against the Third 
















Food Supplements  (Instant 
Protein  
VilaLea Vota E. Calcium 
etc  1 
Home 
Cleaners
 (Basic H. L. 
MC 1 




PISCEAN W  




 tJust Vlesl of 
Smug) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
 
FIR handcrafted frames,  top 
quota,/  









righteous pnces BEDS 
TO 



































 Director Phone 
241.1776 




















Pig Revuet  You 
also  have  
chance  to win 
a mad 





















112 So Forst 
Street
 
Wears  a quality 
Manufacturer's
 Outlet of 
Women's 
apparrel


































 at 7 
30
















Old Lionel Trains 1045-1966 
Good 
price Send lest to Thompson 
Box 
2181 
Stanford.  CA or 14151 
366-2797
 
SKI lease skt club. New Tyrolien due one 
or both Walk to Incline. Polo AEK. 3  be.. 
20.. sleeps 12,
 887-3374 







PUBLIC  013 KLISI 
TONIGHTI 80001E FOR McCIOVERN 
0th 1100 music by 





Carlos 91 00 
5orry must tas 21 or over 




 home. 1 yr. 
.0 housebroken,





 needs iove 2663077 
MON-THURS,
 Show Student Card for 




,ng Fri & Set 900 PM-









IL 360. 5.100 actual
 miles 
5500




 BENZ 67. 250 S. 




 radio Escl cond 
Best offer (408) 926-2657 
71 
YAMAHA  390. Good 
traniportatIon. 
Excellent  condition.
 Cell after 7 PM 
277-
6595 
FOR SALE '71 
Austin
 American. Radio, 
neater, low 
milapi.
 Excl. cond. Asking 

















 Call after 7PM. 277-
0506 
TRANSPORTATION,
 62 Tempest 
Pon-
tiac, 4 speed. 2 new 
Ores. $250 Call or see 
slier 3 PM 98 
Manning
 Ave 52 258-0515 
116 PLY 




pOsi-tragn  4 
on,orudins on Am Mutt Snare
 in & out 
Call 
379-8089  after 4 PM for 
sppoint
 
86 OLDS 5$ 
Excellent  condition 
Must  
sell 5600 or 





TR 453 5.000 miles
 on completely rebuilt 
eng , Sig Freon 
Rice  cam am -fm wire 
wheels, $795 
Coll  243-0135 









No worries for you 52.350
 with 
new Sempent 11101111 
fires.  Bank says 
Bitabook value
 is $2950 Call evening. 
225-2565  










 $1,800 297-01306 or 
/869696
 
54 COMET CALIVITe, V-11. auto, good 
cond 6275 Cali after 430 
296-100111  
62 BUICK SKYLARK. Vinyl
 top, ACC, 4 
speed  1 
owner Good condition 
$3500,
 
nest offer Bill. 297.6302 
EL CAMINO LO -LINER CAMPER by 
Protect° Top Fits 55-13 Used once. 
OnIE 
$330,
 now $220 Bill. 287-6302 
MI MUSTANG.
 3-Spd 6 cyl. Very good
 
onch1 Ion.  new paint. good Ores,  must 
see $700 Call Rick 345-0526 
FOR 
SAUL













 great tramp° 
vinyl 
05of,
























































































287-7030  BEDS TO 
REST BIKES THE 
BEST















 Pioneer Dual etc 
We 
guarantee



















Call weekends  
257-4529  
4' 




ARE YOU STILL 





futures  largest 
selection  of paperback. @Pence
 fiction in 







 cover. 30 per cent
 trade for your 
better paperbacks used 
records.
 100 
Recycle 235 So 
tat
 St 2864275  Open 
10-9 
MODERN 
HOUSE for sale near SJSU 
Newly 




LADY'S white gold diamond 
wedding
 set 
Worn 4 mos. Ex cci Come 








 POSTERS $1 50. 
PATCHES
 
754 & up. 
INSENSE 
25
 STICKS 2104. 
PIPES  $1 03 & up. RADIOS $390
 & up. 
LEATHER. GOODSE BINOCULARS 
92200
 & up BLACKLITE. COMPLETE 
18  
$11  95 4' 622 95 STROBE
 LIGHTS 
$1755. GAS OLD BULB $3.95.
 INDIA 




62 00 EACH 
BROOKS
 80 E 
San 
Fernando 1 blk from SJSU 
Phone 29E-
0409 
'72 PARRIS VALLEYS' camper shell 
for  
Datum two Includes boot & full door 
opens vertically or horoOntally 
A real 





 SLR Hla body. Yashica 12 
lens 570. Minolta Autocord, 21/4 a 21/4, w 
case 640 both with flits  lens shade. 
See Dr 
Monourn Psych, or cell 2694366 
DYNACO FM -5 TUNER 
KIT. Unassem-




 in Ben 
Lomond/
 








old. 9658653  
CALIFORNIA RANCH HOME 
Charming 3 Brm oil % ac In County 
F rnch doors tn 
dine
 rm lead to breezeway 
& BBC) Lo teas-A must see-call now 
532,950 Ivan ei Long, Realtor 265-7970 
NEW 
MACRAME
 GOODIES for every-
thing  from gswelry to big wall 
hangings,  
heavy cotton string. 
linen.
 colored & 
natural lute,  tarred marlin 
& trmi rope 
WILD  & WOOLY 12 So. 15th Si. at Santa 
Clara  St. Phone 286-1588. 
17
 
a 30 3 SDRM 
Custom mods motif!. 
nome Skating & awnings, many extras 
Excel cond $500 - $1,000 down 226-
E1898
 
HOUSEHOLD  FURNITURE n' 
STUFF. 
Good prices for quick 
salt 269-1546. 
DOUBLE BED, box 
sp.  matt. frame Very 
good. 530 RADIAL
 TIRES. Michelin X. 
Set of 4 Lots of 
rubber  540. Ray 248-6639 
RAISED KING 










 prof Must 
speak Chinese 
Waikiki  Village Rest 
15466
 Les Gatos Blvd 
LO 358-9164, 
LOVE YOUR IOU 
When 






 own boss No quotas 
no risks!
 Every 
distributor  hag 
different  gOalit & 
different  approaches
 
The fact that our natural 
products  
really are the finest is 
reflected  in 
our
 Out of Sight Sales Growth
 
Please make comparisons 





a IMO research 
before we let 










Student. earn S3hr in spare time. Run 
your own aeration Crews
 Apply Moulton 
Thurs thru
 Fri 1-5 PM 1469 Scott 
Blvd 
Sun. 16, 
Santo  Clore 
EVENINGS 
AND SATURDAYS 
Sell Torne-Life publications from 
our San 
Jose off ice Good 




 work C*11298-5433 snip 3 
PM Dialogue 
Marketing
 480 N. IP $t, 
San Jose 
FULL  ON PART TINS.
 Men & women 
dr./us 




00 pm to 6 30 pm 
& 10 ern to 
6 30 
pm
 30 per 
cent




 Ice Cream 
Co 358 No 
Montgomery
 St 82 
297-4228  Mr 
Bennett
 
STUDENT TO WORK in warehouse & 
del tires Mon  Fr, 
130-
 12 
30 Astro Tire 
Co 1580 Old Sayan°. 298-1420 
TUTOR 
IN DUTCH, native 
epeak.  now 
to prob June
 Mr R Love. 296.4949  
  & VOLLEY/ALL 
















Stanford, CA 94305 
Samples
 

























 New rooms 
across  the' 
campus
 
Kitchen env Ample oolong 99 
So 
Pri  also 
278




 $95 double $65, 
MIAs 15500
 UN 




 ige 1 B R 
Apte  
Furn. w w carpets 
Swim 




9th St SJ 




apt Pool Excel! loc. 181150 292-4273 or 
247-8196 Marc 
OR








 apt $135 
in nice 
old housewith 
fireplaCri  590S 5th St 
*El 
9105 
Large studio. Nip Study
 
room  












ppm  1020 Elm near the Alameda & 




SENIOR  or Grad 
student
 rm. mil. kit. & 
living rm 2 





 6 PM 
QUIET  ROOM- pH home for serious
 
straight" male student 297-6079. 
ROOMS for  























.hare. 294-1211  
LARGE 
ONE  BEDR00111 APT. 
$135 In 












 kitchen, Garbage 
Dispooal,
 air 
Conditioning,  enclosed games.
 
pc--1 1/4 
SIR SJSU, quiet four-ples. 6175 . eel 
laundry.  Manager. 466 S. 5th 
01260-03 1 
NEEDED girl MI or couple to rant M. 041 
unfurn
 on Old house  with others 
$ao  
per 
mo 351 S 23rd St 287-1964
 
APTS FOR RENT. Large 2 bedroom. 2 
bath, lurnished apts. $ue swat 506 S. 
Ilth St or phone 289-5045 
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE.
 2 bOrms 
$210 for 2 or 5240 for 4 Reed Si. near a 
10th St 
246-3032,  287-8806 
APT, w/eir
 cond.
 near campus. 2 
berm
 
mod kit turn 
roomy. 5145 sal So 1 1th 
St 
FREE RENT, salary tor college
 girl.Shr. 2 
bd. 2 
5th
 apt we& 





 2 bdrms 
$210
 for 2 
Or 9240
 for 4 Reed St near S. 
10th St 246-3023. 287-6805 
LO noun
 NEEDS 2 ROTS,
 M.F. or 
couple share MI fireplace, back p0.3 BR. 












laundry lam' 2 bike. from SJSU 
Reasonable rates 2967894 
2 ROOMS IN HOUSE on 5 acres 





rooms  238-0406 
DORM. HOUSE close to 
campus. $350 
per month Call 287-4900 
FREE ROOM & 
ROARD  to a girl over 16 
as  companion
 to  handicapped in-
indidual
 Very none apt. Call RObeft Hall
 et 
298-3208
 after 5 PM 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM 
Now avsilable Lingo 2 bdrrn apt 
carpeting. covered parking, & many other 
fin* features Unfurnished only 135(mo 
With luxury furniture  (brand 
newt only 
$33.78 per month per person Call 292-
1898 
MATURE MALE college student 
over  21 
to share house 
with
 













STEREO,  no 
Contract  













LOWEST  Bay 






color  prints 
of 
your 
choice,  full 
set





































STUDENTS  - 
Tutoring  at 
all 
Oars




 stuoent Call 293-3413 
WICK WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
Color 
wedding  coverage from 
56950 
BRIDE  KEEPS COLOR PROOFS & 
album F tEE $25 1104 color 
wail  print  
with wet) SObACII
 PHONE 2953300 
Evenings
 titt 10 PM 
TYPING. 
FAST.  ACCURATE ALSO 
EDITING. IBM 
SELECTR1C,  FORMER 
ENGLISH 
TEACHER  CALL 244-6444 





CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT IN-
SURANCE 
SERVICE),  WITH 
NINE  
CALIFORNIA  OFFICES
 TO SERVE YOU 
HAS THE BEST 
RATES CALL US AT 
289-8681 OR 
STOP  




AND  ELME 
IS 
A SIZZLER 







fast Con edit 
theme papers 

















TYPING to be done? 
MAMA manuscripts, term papers 
Mrs Alice Emmerich 249-2864 




SOON?  Your TWA Campus
 
Representative
 Bruce Freemen can help 
you 
make
 your GETAWAY Fly al 1/3
 off 
with  TWA 
Youth Pompon 
and take up 
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